A Warning About Warnings:
What Manufacturers Should Know
By Randy T. Moore, Snell 6' Wilmer L.LP.
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Many consumers feel they are inundated
with warnings that simply state the obvi-
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boat manufacturers have approached the

warnings and insttUctions dilemma in
myriad ways.

But regardless of one's view on the
subject, one thing is certain: Warning or
marketing defects are an integral part of
product liability law in all states, and are
here to stay. Consequently, ptUdent boat

ous (e.g., coffee is hot and ladders can tip

builders and equipment suppliers should

over). And some feel that warning labels

make sure they understand the laws as
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they relate to warnings and implement
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products, there is little doubt that they

cially one that is intended to have certain
stylistic qualities. Meanwhile, manufac-

are now commonplace. Indeed, it is difficult to think of a consumer product sold

turers are often confused as to when a
warning is needed and what constitutes

today that does not have multiple warning
labels and an extensive set of insttUctions.
They appear with increasing regularity
on a wide variety of products, including

an adequate warning. While some manufacturers have felt it appropriate or necessary to include numerous warnings and
extensive instructions on consumer prod-

four-part series, is intended to provide
recreational boat and equipment manufacturers with a general undersranding of
product liabilty law as it relates to warn-

recreational boats and boat accessottes

ucts, other manufacturers - selling simi-

ing and informational defects and prac-
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reason, to use fewer warn-

ings and insttUctions. One

A WARNING
ROTATING PROPELLER MAY CAUSE
SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH.
DO NOT APPROACH OR USE
LADDER WHEN ENGINE IS RUNNING.
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Engine and generator exhaust contains odorless
and colorless carbon monoxide gas.

Carbon monoxide wil be around the back of the
boat when engines or generators are running.

a product safety program that addresses the need for adequate warnings and
insttUctions.

This article, which is second in a

tical advice on how to minimize their
potential liabilty for such claims. This
article should not be viewed as a substitute for the type of legal and engineering
analysis that may be needed in order to
effectively address these subjects. Indeed,
it may prompt a need to seek such advice
in developing appropriate warnings for
the manufacturer's products.

An overvew of warning defects

Unlike a design defect (discussed in
part one), a warning defect is not a tangible flaw in the physical makeup of a
product. Rather, it represents a failure
to communicare properly or adequate-

ly. While the definition of a warning
defect vattes among jurisdictions, the
Restatement (Third) of Torts: Product
Liability ("Restatement") defines it as
follows: "A product is defective because
of inadequate insttUctions or warnings
when the foreseeable risk of harm posed
by the product could have been reduced

- ~~ii~¿~i~~~hd~gw~i~~~:~el nausea, headac~::.-

or avoided by the provision of reasonable

was reasonably foreseeable to the manufacturer. Product sellers are not required
to foresee and take precautions against
every conceivable mode of use and abuse

instructions or warnings by the seller

instructions and warnings will normally

or other distributor, or a predecessor in

be suffcient to render the product rea-

the commercial chain of distribution,
and rhe omission of the instructions or

sonably safe." 3 In short, warnings are

warnings renders the product not reasonably safe."! The focus, in most jurisdictions, is on the foreseeability of harm

safe design and instead should be viewed

to which their products might be pur.

as a supplement to one.

As the Restatement explains, "Increasing
the costs of designing and marketing

and the manufacturer's reasonableness

When does a manufacturer have a
duty to warn?

products in order to avoid consequenc-

in providing instructions and warnings.

generally not a substitute for a reasonably

es of unreasonable modes of use is not

The determination of a manufacturer's

A manufacturer's duty to warn gener-

required."? In practice, it is diffcult to

liability for a warning defect is usually
a two-step process. In the first step, the

ally arises when its product poses a danger to foreseeable users during intended

determine whether a particular product

court determines whether dangers associ-

or foreseeable use, including foreseeable

misuse is reasonably foreseeable, especially because this concept is not well defined

ated with the use of the product create

misuse. The scope of this duty, in turn,

by the law.8 Consequently, the question is

generally depends on several factors, such
as: (1) the manufacturer's knowledge of
the hazard; (2) the foreseeability of the

typically left for the jury to decide with
little or no guidance from the court.

risk; (3) the obviousness or openness of

ous, there is generally no duty to warn

the nature of the danger; and (4) com-

about the danger.9 Similarly, no warning
is generally required on products whose
dangers are commonly known and appre-

a duty to warn the user. If the manufacturer does not have a duty to warn, then
it cannot be held responsible for failng to
warn. If there is a duty to warn, then the
question is whether the manufacturer has
breached its duty by failng to provide an
adequate warning or instruction.

mon knowledge of the risk.4

When a product is obviously danger-

ciated by the population of users of the

'"

While warnings and instructions

product. 10 As the Restatement explains,

('

facturer. The omission or inadequacy of a
warning must have also caused the harm

prolifrate, experts, including human

"Warning of an obvious or generally
known risk in most instances wil not

suffered by the injured party or plain-

factors engineers and psychologists, debate

provide an effective additional measure
of safety." ii Furthermore, the Restate-

whether they are necessary or even useful.

ment recognizes that, "Warnings that
deal with obvious or generally known

Like design and manufacturing

defects, the existence of a defect by itself

does not impose liability on the manu-

tiff before the manufacturer can be held
responsible. Since the manufacturer's

sumers and may diminish the signifiAs a general rule, the manufacturer's

cance of warnings about nonobvious, not

knowledge of hazards associated with the
use of its products goes beyond its actual
knowledge. For public policy reasons, the

generally known risks."!2 Thus, requiring
warnings of obvious or generally known
risks could reduce the efficacy of warn-

The law recognizes a close relationship between design defects and warning

manufacturet is often held to the level of

ings generally.

defects. Both are predicated on uses of

hazards that are known to the industry

the product that are reasonably foresee-

to which the product belongs generally

able to the manufacturer and present

determine the scope of the manufacturers

the manufacturer needs to determine

foreseeable hazards. The point of departure is whether the risks of harm can be
reduced or avoided by a reasonable alternative design, as opposed to the use of an
instruction or warning. Therefore, as a
general principle, "when the safer design

duty to warn. Some courts have expressed
this concept as the manufacturer's knowledge of risks that are known or knowable
by the use of scientific knowledge available at the time of the manufacture of the
producr.5 Others have expressed it as the

whether its warning is adequate. The

can reasonably be implemented and risks

manufacturer's duty to keep abreast of

can be designed out of a product, adop-

information relating to product safety.

this discussion is on those issues.

design defects?

knowledge of an expert in its field. Thus,

6

What are adequate warnings?
Once a decision has been to warn,

warning should alert users and consumers to the existence and nature of product
risks so that they can prevent harm either
by appropriate conduct during use or by
choosing not to use. Instructions should
inform consumers how to use the product safely.

The Restatement adopts a reason
ableness test for judging the adequacy

tion of the safer design is required over

Although a plaintiff does not have to

a warning that leaves a significant resid-

show that the manufacturer had actual

uum of such risks."2 Conversely, "when
an alternative design to avoid risks can-

knowledge of a particular risk, the plain-

of product instructions and warnings.!3

tiff must establish that the product was
being used or misused in a manner that

Although the Restatement notes that
the liability standards for judging the

not reasonably be implemented, adequate

it

risks may be ignored by users and con-

control is over the decision to warn and
the adequacy of the warning, the focus of

How do warning defects relate to

tT
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those for judging

ment, a reasonable seller would provide a
post-sale warning if: (1) The seller knows
or reasonably should know that the prod-

the safety of product

uct poses a substantial risk of harm to

design it also notes

persons or property; (2) Those to whom a
warning might be provided can be identified and can be reasonably assumed to be

safety of warn

ings parallels

that the defect concept

is more difficult to apply
in the warning contexr. "In

that may reduce or eliminate hazards.
This should include a consideration of
other hazards that may be presented by

product warnings and instruc-

and acted on by those to whom a warn-

that the alternative designs might have

ing might be provided; and (4) The risk
of harm is suffciently great to justify the

on the usefulness and ultimate cost of the
product. During this process, the manu-

burden of providing a warning.l8

facturer must consider and evaluate the
necessity of warnings, either as an alternative or supplement to design changes.

communicated in product disclosures."!4

What can a manufacturer do?

(he alternative designs, and the effect

Further, the Restatement recognizes that

As mentioned in part one of this four-

Once the manufacturer determines that

"product warnings and instructions can

part series, a product safety and litigation

a warning should be provided, it should

rarely communicate all potentially rel-

program is a prudent business practice
that all manufacturers should develop

then evaluate the appropriate means for

evant information, and the ability of a

communicating the warning to the consumer, including the manner in which

plaintiff to imagine a hypothetical better
warning in the aftermath of an accident
does not establish that the warning actually accompanying the product was inadequate."l5 Ultimately, the Restatement

and implement. The following recom-

admonishes courts to focus on various

sibility, intensity of expression, and the

Adopt a systematic approach.
As discussed above, there is a close
relationship between design and warn-

characteristics of expected user groupS.16

ing defects under product liability law.

should be constantly evaluated to determine whether design and/or warning

Indeed, the two claims are almost always

changes are needed on futUre products.

factors, such as content and comprehen-

mendations relating to warnings and
instructions should be considered in any
such program.

the warning is to be provided, its content,
size, color and other features.
This process should be seen as a con-

tinuing one that extends to each model
year or new product introduced. Infor-

mation obtained from various sources

Does the manufacturei"s duty to
warn continue beyond the sale of the

asserted in the same lawsuit and relate

Manufacturers should also recognize

to the same injury-producing hazard.

the potential complexity of the process

product?

The careful manufacturer wil, therefore,

for a given type of product and make an

One of the most controversial aspects

recognize the need to develop a system-

of product liabilty law is the concept of

atic approach to identify and analyze

a continuing duty of the manufacturer

to evaluate the adequacy of its warnings
and provide updated warnings about new

product hazards so that it can determine
whether they need to be addressed and, if

honest assessment of the level of expertise
of its own personnel and internal resources. Where it lacks the requisite degree of

expertise and knowledge, it should seek

so, the most appropriate way to address

to obtain or supplement them through

dangers. Despite uniform criticism of

them. A systematic approach will help

outside sources such as marine consul-

post-sale duties by product manufacturers, most states have now adopted a postsale warning duty in one form or another.
Many states now follow the Restatement,
which recognizes a limited duty to pro-

the manufacturer determine whether a

tams, safety experts, and product liabilty

change in the design of a product, the use

professionals.

vide post-sale warnings of newly discov-

hazard analysis of the producr. First, the

The U.S. Coast Guard mandates the

ered defects. Under the Restatement,

manufactUrer wil attempt to identify

"one engaged in the business of sellng or
otherwise distributing products is subject
to liabilty for harm to persons or proper-

and understand the foreseeable uses and

use of various warnings, such as warning
labels at the helm relating to fuel hazards.
There are a few, if any, boat manufacturers who do not fully understand or com-

ty caused by the seller's failure to provide

a warning after the time of sale or distri-
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consider and compare alternative designs

unaware of the risk of harm; (3) A warning can be effectively communicated to

to many factors. It is impossible
to identify anything approaching a
perfect level of detail that should be

.s

ing the product design process. During
this stage, the manufacturer wil need to

evaluating the adequacy of
tions, courts must be sensitive

0)

decisions about which hazards should be
addressed and how to address them dur-

bution of a product if a reasonable person
in the seller's position would provide such
a warning."!? According to the RestatePosted with Permission of the ABYC.

of a warning, or a combination of both is
the appropriate course of action.

The process wil often start with a

misuses of a product and the environ-

ments in which the product will be used.
Then the manufacturer should seek to
identify the hazards associated with those
foreseeable uses and misuses, and assess

the risk of each hazard. This wil enable
the manufacturer to make informed

Comply with regulations and
voluntaty standards.

ply with these regulations. Nevertheless,

a manufacturer should keep abreast of
changes in these regulations and ensure
that they are complied with in a timely
manner.

The manufacturer must also stay
abreast of state and local

laws that may

be applicable to their products. For

example, effective May 1, 2005, California now requires all boats sold in the
state to include approved carbon monox-

ide warning labels at the helm and tran-

som.!9 Failure to comply with this law
exposes the seller to potential civil penalties. Moreover, if a non-complying boat
is involved in an incident involving a car-

bon monoxide injury, the manufacturer
is potentially liable for negligence per se

for not providing the required labels.
Beyond compliance with federal regulations and state laws, the manufac-

certified boats and yachts where certain
standards are applicable. While use of
these warning labels will not insulate
a manufacturer from a wariing defect
claim, it can provide the manufacturer
with a certain level of comfort that the

uals that are based on applicable ABYC
standards and recommended practices.

warning is appropriate.
Whether a particular warning label

Stay informed and proactive.
Since a manufacturer's dUty to warn
is predicated on hazards that are known

Manufacturers should consider the use of
these manuals for the type of boats they
manufacture and selL.

is being considered to comply with an
ABYC standard or not, the manufacturer

or knowable as a result of the foreseeable
uses of its product, a manufacturer must
stay informed aboUt how its products are

should give careful consideration to the
ABYC's technical information reports

being used, and the hazards that arise

relating to safety signs and labels (T- 5)
and owners manuals (T-24). T-5, in par-

from those uses. Hazards that were once
unknown, but which become known or

ticular, is modeled after the more general
requirements established by the Ameri-

knowable, may require the manufacturer

turer should give careful consideration

can National Standards Institute (ANSI)

to include additional warnings or revise

to industry consensus standards, such

Z535.4. Like Z535.4, T-5 provides guidance as to when warning labels should
be considered. It recommends their
consideration when all of the following

existing warnings on future products.
Depending on the circumstances, new
hazards may obligate the manufacturer
to provide post-sale warnings to prior

four conditions exist: (a) The hazard is
associated with the use of a product; (b)
the manufacturer knows of the hazard;

Accordingly, the manufacturer should

as the voluntary standards and recommended practices adopted by the ABYC,

as part of its product safety program.
Many of these standards provide specific

recommendations for the use of warning labels, such as ABYC H-24.16 (leaking fuel systems in the engine
compartment), ABYC H-2.6
(blower operation and gaso-

recommendations provide
information about appropriate

safety labels, including signal

words to identify the hazard
intensity (e.g., Danger, Warn-

develop and maintain a system that
enables it to obtain information
about the field performance of
its products as well as informa-

A WARNING

line powered craft), and ABYC

H-26 (maneuverability). These

customers or current product owners.

tion about similar products and

AVOID SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH
FROM FIRE OR EXPLOSION
RESULTING FROM LEAKING FUEL.
INSPECT SYSTEM FOR LEAKS AT

A! LEAST ONCE A YEAR.

ing or Caution). They also
provide examples of labels, and

NW201

general boating safety.
Useful information is available from many sources, including the manufacturer's own

internal records, such as warran-

ty claims and consumer correspondence. Certainly, any accidents or near accidents involv-

information about where they should be

(c) the hazard is not obvious or read-

ing the manufacturer's product provide

placed. Whether to follow the standard
as proposed, or in some modified form,
should be the result of an informed and
reasoned decision by the manufacturer.

ily discoverable by the user; and (d) the
hazard wil exist during foreseeable use or

information that warrants consideration.

Those manufacturers who do not engage

in this process can be questioned - if not
criticized - for not doing so if a lawsuit

misuse of the producr. T-5 brings some
level of uniformity to warning labels by
establishing performance requirements
for the design, application and placement
of safety signs and labels.

The manufacturer should adopt a

should arise that relates to a component
or system covered by a standard.

comprehensive approach to communi-

Independent certification by the

cating warnings and product informa-

National Marine Manufacturers Asso-

tion. Owner/operator's manuals can be
effective means of communicating this

ciation (NMMA) is a reliable and cost
effective way to verify compliance with
industry standards and federal regulations. With respect to warning labels, the

NMMA has developed labels for use on

Indeed, the law in most states wil charge

the manufacturer with knowledge that
was available to be learned from accidents

involving its products. The manufactUrer
should carefully review this information
for developments or trends that may por-

tend a hazard or product misuse that had
not been previously considered.

Potentially useful information can
also be found through outside sources,

information. T-24 provides elements that

such as annual boat accident statistics
published by the U.S. Coast Guard and

manufacturers should consider in devel-

state boating law administrators. Based,

oping an owner/operator's manual for
boats. The NMMA offers approved man-

in part, on boating accident statistics,
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these agencies often publish safety alerts
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Putting you on the water first with power to last

and brochures. The ABYC, NMMA and other boating organizations
are often involved in these efforts. The manufacturer should be vigi-

lant in monitoring safety information that is published by these agencies and organizations. Additionally, the manufacturer should keep
abreast on how competitors are addressing particular hazards. While
no manufacturer should blindly follow the practtces of a competitor,

the fact that others have addressed a particular hazard through an
alternative design feature or warning warrants consideration in the
context of the manufactUrer's own product.
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The information gathered is of little value unless it is properly
considered and acted upon in the context of a systematic approach as
discussed above. Is it reliable? Does it truly reflect a realistic hazard
or a foreseeable misuse of the product? Or, is the incident or event
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has a low probability of occurring in the future, or has associated
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that need to be addressed by the appropriate persons within or out-

side the manufacturer's company.
Finally, separate and apart from any legal duty, the manufacturer
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should consider the opportunity to pro-actively inform its customers
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of new safety information. Indeed, many very successful boat manufacturers have recognized the wisdom of providing this information
through its Web site or customer mailngs. While the content of infor-
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is clear and does not create new hazards, this approach has positive

public relations appeal to existing and prospective customers and demonstrates the manufacturer's commitment to safety.
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FIVE MODELS
STARTING AT $189.

Leading the industry with best in class, waterproof on-board charging
systems! Whether you're competing at a tournament, fishing for fun
or cruising with extreme lighting and amplified music, ProMariner will

put you on the water first with power to last. Today, ProMariner offers
you more choices with our exclusive Power of 3. Simply ask yourself how

quickly you want to get on the water with power to last; choose from our
standard rated product line to our heavy-duty recreational or pro-grade
product lines. Experience 100% performance even at 90 VAC. With our
unique Distributed-On-Demand'" charging system, each charger senses the

need of your battery and delivers its full rated output where it's required.
Result? Fastest charging times and increased battery life. Waterproof.
Shockproof. Advanced technology. Best price. All in all, that's

kind of like catching the big one on the first cast. For more
information visit www.promariner.com.

Professional Mariner. LLC I www.promariner.com
Tel: 603.433.4440 Fax: 603.433.4442
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assessment based on the new information, the manufactUrer should
re-evaluate the design or warnings of its producr. This, in turn, may
raise a host of engineering issues, human factors, and legal questions
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Snell 6' Wilmer L.L.P. and a member of

its Product

Liability Litigation Group. For more infirmation or questions on product liability or maritime law, contact Randy Moore at (714) 427-7007
or rmoorer¡swlaw.com.

